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Consider a vacation m lowH 
close to home and nPxt to JWrftl t 
Enjoy it all, from ti mclPl:-ls lnstoru tl 
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Concrete: 
Iowa's Natural Choice 
for Sustainability 
Trails and roads built with 
concrete offer unmatched 
durability and recyclability, 
with a low carbon footprint. 
Iowa Concrete Paving Association 
Iowa Ready Mixed Concrete Association 
515-963-0606 515-965-4575 
www.lowaconcretepavlng.org www.lowareadymlx.org 
\\1wn he's not 
braving the 
b d road-; o Iowa 
MIKE BUTLER 
cloclg<-; fd 'hng -;ilver 
maple I ret' limbs m 
tht• front yard and 
paddles whitewater 
streams in the flood-
prone basement 
of hi-; Des :\loines 
h nn~ h.eep up \ i - I s tr 1n·b and ravaib at 
http· / web.mac com/ miChaelabutler 
ROGER HILL 
Ho)!t r H1ll has 
filmed and 
photographed 
\\lldlif<• and nature 
sittct• 1962 when 
he started hunting 
big game arumals 
from Iowa to Alaska. 
Although he has 
photographed a widC' array of big and small 
game. his passion is capturing Iowa whitetails, 
pheasants, prairi<' chick<'ns and the very rare 
-;harptail grouse in lhl'lr natural settings. In 
the north country, lw prl'ft•rs pursuing wild 
sheep and grizzlit'" \\ ith hi-; !l·ns. His work has 
been published in ro1mtlt·-;s state and national 
magazmes Rogu lives on a farm with his wife, 
Marcia, near Roland. 
TV SMEDES is a 
lull 1 me wnter 
and photographer 
from Urbandale. 
Published in more 
than 25 magazines, 
his work includes 
images of wildlife, 
Wildflowers and 
"<'<'mrs, along with 
photography of lo\\a's <'uilural events and 
attraction-;. He It' a< lws photograph) cia sst's 
and leads photo tours to the Eastern Sierras 
and Africa His nt'\\ book, .. Tht• Return of 
Iowa's Bald Eagles, .. chronicles the rapt or's 
in<·rt•dible come bark and 1s sold at iowan.com 
or 1-877-899-9977 ext 211. 
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Fro e is 
for the Birds. 
Recently we have heard orne chirping that in winter a bird's feet can frc>cze to metal pe rc hes du ring feed ing. 
There are no claws to th is myth (or ta lons e ithe r). T he fact is 
birds lack sweat g lands and do not produce moistu r e in th e ir 
feet. The r efo re, un li ke the human to ngue that immediately 
freezes when in contact with metal (come on, we know you 
have tried it), birds' feet do not produce the moisture needed 
to initiate the freezing process. 
Birds' tootsics arc well protected in winter. In addition to 
having no soft muscle and limited nerve endings, they have 
a naturally decreased blood flow to th e ir lower extremities. 
Using a process cal led the rmoregulation, birds can co nstrict 
blood vessels in their feet to reduce heat loss. In freezing 
weather, the core temperature of a bird might be 100°F, 
while its feet might be just slightly above freezing. Talk 
about a case of cold feel. 
The rare excepti on to this rule is th e mourning dove. 
Historically not a common winter bird in Iowa. the dove has 
recently expanded its winter residency and suffers greatly 
from frostbite. Othe r than mour ning doves, the myth of 
birds' feet freezing does n' t fl y. 
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GOT A QUESTION? 
Send to. ASKTHEEXPERTS@DNR.IOWA.GOV 
While many of our feathered friends have departed for the wmter, numerous spec1es 
remain. Iowa's wmter b1rds are those that can eat 
available seeds, dormant msects and smaller b1rds 
and mammals. Species that overwinter include 
birds of prey, crows, Jays, song b1rds, upland game 
birds and woodpeckers among others. The needs 
of winter birds are s1milar to those of birds dunng 
other times of year, including adequate food 
A few people d1sagree regarding the 
advantages of feedmg wmter b1rds. Some cia 1m 
birds become dependent on feeders as a sole food 
supply. While true that birds become accustomed 
to a reliable food source and will visit it regularly 
for conven1ence, they forage for food in many 
places. While conSIStency IS des1red (especially Jn 
harsh winters) 1f a feeder goes empty for whatever 
reason, regular visitors will adapt and find food 
elsewhere 
Because b1rds constantly forage for food to 
supply energy and surv1ve the cold, winter b1rds 
are easily attracted to feeders Properly ma1ntamed 
feeders substitute for the loss of eradiCated natural 
habitats and food resources. 
When determ1n1ng food choices, research the 
b1rds you w1sh to ent1ce. Use foods that attract 
them. Suet and peanuts are popular as are seeds 
and grains. When in doubt, use black 011 sunflower 
seeds which contains more food value and IS 
less expensive than striped sunflower seeds 
Most winter birds are seed eaters and black 011 
sunflower seeds attract a variety of speoes 
In add1t1on to the pleasure derived from 
the hours of educational entertainment of b1rd 
feeding, some b1rd watchers provide a valuable 
service by trackmg spec1es that visit their winter 
feeders. For example, Project FeederWatch, 
operated by Cornell Lab of Ornithology and B1rd 
Studies Canada, IS a Winter-long survey that tracks 
b1rds visiting feeders Jn North Amenca from 
November through Apnl Th1s data helps scientist 
determme broad scale movements of wmter bird 
populations and long-term trends Jn d1stribut1on 
and abundance 
To participate m ProJect FeederWatch, visit 
www.birds.cornell.edu/pfw! index.html. 
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ACTIVITIES, TIPS AND EVENTS FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 
GO PRAIRIE SNOWSHOEING 
FOR GREAT BISON AND ELK VIEWING 
I owans have a unique area to relish winter's silence while watching bison, elk, raptors and coyotes amidst 8,000 
acres of native tallgrass prairie and oak savanna at the 
sprawling Neal Smith National Wildlife Refuge. 
"We have guided snowshoe hikes twice a month," says 
Megan Wandag. visitor services specialist at the refuge 
near Prairie City m Jasper County. Visitors can also check 
out snowshoes anytime for non-guided outings There is no 
cost, just bring a photo I.D. to borrow equipment. 
For newbtes. ranger-guided interpretive hikes begin 
with a quick overview of how to wear and use snowshoes. 
The modern-style gear uses lightweight aluminum 
frames with neoprene decking for ease-of-use and less 
bulk versus traditional wood and sinew models. "You get 
better flotation on the snow and it is easier to walk," says 
Wandag. Child and adult sizes are available. 
As the easiest-to-learn winter sport and one that doesn't 
rely on sliding and speed, snowshoeing is a hoot at any age. 
Be social with a group or go solo for solitude, then set your 
pace from a leisurely stroll to intensive running workouts. 
GET WOWED BY WINTER WILDLIFE 
"There are so many animal tracks they almost blend together 
in the snow," says Wandag. Look for coyote, fox and mouse 
tracks Bald eagles soar 1n from nearby Lake Red Rock Catch 
dusk and dawn glimpses of short-eared owls, a grassland 
spec1es endangered 1n Iowa. "By far, the best elk viewing is 
during winter:' she says, since hiding spots near trees lack 
the1r leaves. The bulls carry the1r racks until early spnng, so 
you' ll get a great view. Observe bison swinging the1r massive 
heads side-to-side to push aside snow to get to grasses. 
POST SNOWSHOE AMENITIES 
Warm up ms1de and get absorbed by exh ibits and theater 
Amanda Mullen and Scott S1epker, 
hosts of Iowa Outdoors on Iowa 
Public Television, explore the Neal 
Sm1th Wildlife Refuge on snowshoe 
Equipment is free to visitors. (Find air 
times or watch online at iptv.org.) 
films at t he Prairie Learning Center. Pack picnic food and 
enjoy the indoor eating area. Finish by driving through 
the 740-acre bison and elk enclosure. 
TRAILS 
Trails total e1ght miles and range from half-mile to two-mile 
loops, or go for extra fun and hit the open prairie using 
easy-to-traverse firebreaks. 
GET THERE 
HOURS are 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday through Saturday and 
noon to 5 p m. Sundays. (Center closes dunng extreme wmter 
weather.) Call 515-994-3400 or check tallgrass.org for times 
of gu1ded snowshoeing and weather clos1ngs The refuge IS 
18 miles east of Des Moines, on Iowa H1ghway 163. Follow 
the directional signs just south of Pra irie City at exit 18. 
Trave lers on 1-80 use exit 155 at Co lfax and follow s1gns 
about 7 miles south on Highway 117 to the refuge. 
STAY COMFORTABLE, COME PREPARED 
Dress properly to shed layers when heating up and add 
layers when coolmg off. Kids should wear snowpants. 
WEAR THE BASIC THREE LAYERS: WICKING: Agamst Skin wear 
silk or synthetic long underwear, to transfer moisture away 
from the body. Avo1d cotton as 1t absorbs sweat and doesn' t 
insulate when wet. WARMING: Over the wickmg layer, wear 
fleece, wool sweaters or down Jackets WIND/ WET: Top with 
a parka or outer shell layer to repel wmd and snow 
PACK EXTRAS: Wear sunglasses to reduce glare Wear thick, 
warm socks of wool or fleece and snow-proof boots Bnng 
warm hats and gloves, lip balm and water bottles insulated 
in a heavy sock to prevent freezing . A scarf or facemask 
helps cut the ever-present prairie wind. 
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BY BRIAN BUTTON PHOTOS BY CLAY SMITH 
The Book for f:aglc I nvers 
Take part in the wondrous return of bald eagles in the new book, The Return of Iowa's Bald Eagles, written and photographed 
by Iowa Outdoors contnbutor Ty Smedes. His 16 years of eagle 
photography and observation come to life in thrs work chronrcling 
a conservation success story wrth facts, anecdotes, charts, statistics 
and a photo gallery used to illustrate bald eagle biology and the 
bald eagle's recovery m Iowa. 
Declared our natrona! brrd rn 1782, the bald eag le was on 
the brink of extinctron dunng the 20th century until measures 
were taken to save it. In 1977, Iowa recorded rts frrst bald 
eagle nest rn 72 years and three decades later, 253 young were 
reared across 88 counties dunng 2010. 
Over 200 spectacular color photographs, among the most rncredible ever 
taken rn Iowa and the United States, capture the power, grace and majesty 
of the bald eagle and its return to prominence in Iowa. 
247 full-color pages, 11 - 1/4 x 7- 1/ 2, softcover. $24.951SBN 1-934816-20-2. 
Order at www.towan.com or 877-899-9977 ext. 211 
Small a nd handy. thi s SOL Core Lite knife also houses a 10 lume n LED lig ht tha t illuminates 
down th e loc kable 1.85-inch s teel knife blade. The 
li g ht offe rs 15 hours of run ti me and batteries are 
rep laceable when exhausted Lightweight at 1.5 
ounces and compac t, use the ..,ol id d ip to attach to a 
ha t brim for night chores a round camp. A 100-decibe l 
rescue whis tl e is bui lt into the ABS plastic ha ndle 
ready to signa l rescue rs in a n e me rge ncy. Small 
e nough to easil y carr y in a pocket, it is a ls o a h ighly 
usefu l too l to keep in g love boxes , fanny-packs, 
e mergency ki ts, PFDs, boa ts a nd tac kle boxes. The 
bu ilt-i n lig h t makes th is a mus t-have on camping 
and fishing trips. Buy at REI com BOO 426-4840) or 
campm....r.com .888-226 7667 Prices $ 19.99 to $25 
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After reviewing this book, a whole world opens up. Your mmd will race w1th new proJects, activities and uses around the home, truck, camp, 
backyard, boat and garage. From vital knots to decorat1ve knots and rope 
tricks, this book 1s loaded with 85 of the best bindings, loops, bends, 
hitches, lashings and splices. 
Essential Knots: the Step-by-Step Guide to Tying the Perfect Knot for Every 
Situation is a practical, colorful and easy-to-use guide to knots: how to tie 
them, when to use them and why a specific knot is the perfect choice. 
Clear and concise instructions are illustrated with precise photos 
guiding the knot tyer, and additional text describes the variety of uses 
for each knot and provides alternatives for similar knots, while full-color 
photos show each finished knot in use. 
The authors, Neville Oll1ffe and Madeleine Rowles Oll1ffe, have run a 
small busmess of makmg and selling handmade items of knotting and 
rope work for 20 years. 
Practice cord is included with the 7 44-page, hardcover book. 400 color photos. ISBN 978- 7-59485-485-9. 
$7 8.95. Order at 206-223-6303 or www.themountaineersbooks.org 
Great Nature AP.PS 
For Nature Nertls 
I dentify animal tracks or scat and be an instant naturalist wherever you carry your 
phone. Once installed, the MyNature Animal 
Tracks app for iPhone or Android requires no 
phone connection or wi-fi to use. 
With an intuitive, easy-to-navigate design, 
identify 48 animal species using either tracks 
or scat Th<> app guides users into narrowing 
down the species. beginning with six broad 
categories of illustrated track types based 
on number of toes, hoofs. bird-like, etc. Six 
illustrated scat categories are based on size 
and shape Th(' app narrows down choices 
and provides a description, illustrations and 
photos of the animal, tracks and scat, plus 
an illustration of the gait of the animal. A 
map shows the range of the animal in North 
America. Sound files feature vocalizations of 
the species. 
Usc th<> journal to record your notes such 
as habitat or weather. The app automatically 
fills in date, time and latitude/longitude. Add 
photos using your phone camera. Post your 
entry, including photos, to Facebook and 
Twitter and send via email. 
For iPhone, iPod touch and iPad ($6.99) and 
Andro1d ($4.99) See free demo video or buy 
online al www.mynatureapps.com 
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Ouitloor 6/'ll 
healthiest 
state 
THE NUMBER 
ONE THING BYTIMLANE 
I propose a toast to everyone connected w1th Iowa's Healthiest State in the Nation campa1gn . As you may know the 2010 Gallup Healthways 
Well-Being Index ranks Iowa 19th m the nat1on when 1t comes to bemg 
physically, emotionally and mentally healthy And that isn't good enough! 
The governor and a wide assortment of public and private players 
feel that by 2016 we can be number one I love settmg the bar high and 
I hope we get there before 2016 ... and that to do so we pass 18 other 
states that are also uppmg the1r health status. 
Part of the game plan is to adopt Blue Zone lessons Blue Zones are 
places where people hve healthy, happy lives well mto the1r 90s and 1 OOs. 
The term was created by National GeographiC researcher Dan Buettner 
who studied these reg1ons and found they had common tra1ts. 
For example, one trait deals with eating speed. The stomach is a slow 
communicator Twenty minutes after you're full1t finally lets your bram know. 
No mstant messaging here The result, espeCially when rushed, is overeating. 
One approach is to slow down The other IS to stop when you feel almost full. 
This brings me back to the proposed toast and other body language. 
Recently, researchers have p1led on studies about d1et soda. It seems 
the more you drink, the more likely you are to be overweight. They 
don't know exactly why, but one theory suggests that aspartame and 
other sweeteners prevalent m the drinks further d1srupt stomach-brain 
communiCation so the body becomes even slower in letting other organs 
know, "Hey. we are full here: 
But 1t 1sn't JUSt weight One nme-year study at the University of Miami's 
Miller School of Med1cine followed more than 2,500 people and found 
da1ly d1et soda users were 48 percent more likely to have a heart attack, 
stroke or d1e from those events, versus those who rarely or never drank it. 
The analysis, presented at the American Stroke AssoCiation 
International Stroke Conference, took mto account a host of 
cardiovascular nsk factors, mcluding age, sex, smokmg, physical activity, 
alcohol and calone consumption, and pre-existing heart disease. 
So as I suggested m my last article, choose a natural, cheap, healthy and 
ub1qu1tous drink tap water' But in the spirit of full disclosure I can share 
that the Blue Zone stud1es d1d md1cate that one to two glasses of wme 
daily, especially red, can add years to your life The qualifiers here include 
other aspects of your diet and amounts of other alcohol consumed 
It also goes almost w1thout say1ng that a huge part of Iowa's effort to be 
the healthiest includes phys1cally moving in parks, tra1ls and other outdoor 
activities. In add1t1on to droppmg any diet soda habits, I also suggest you add 
www.iowahealthieststate.com to your favontes I 1st. GO IOWANS! 
Tl M LANE is a natwnally recognized authonty on publzc health and 
physical activity. Last summer he and his buddies rode btcycles across 
Iowa, river to river, tn 21 straight hours. 
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chi~ren 's nature questions 
BY A JAY WINTER 
I 
A jay Winter educates up to 20,000 Iowa children 
each year as the D1\R's trawwg speczalzst at the 
Sprwgbrook Consert•ation Education Center. 
GRACE, AGE 10, IN WINNEBAGO COUNTY ASKS: 
Why do bats hang upside down? 
U nllke birds. bats have trouble with takeoffs from the ground. l'he1r wings are not as 
strong as those of birds and they cannot run fast 
enough to bu!ld up flight speed. Bats have an 
easier time flying when they start already in 
the air. They use their front claws on their wings 
to climb to a h1gh spot and launch themselves 
to ach1eve flight 
Another reason they hang ups1de do\\n 
is because a bat's talons 01 back claws work 
oppos1te of most muscles In fact. their knees face 
baekwa1 ds When the} 1elax. special tendons lock 
tlw toes and talons in place. so they do not exert 
energy while hanging. Once• their toes and legs 
are locked in place. their body weight and gravity 
keep them hanging By flexing leg muscles. the 
to('S and talons release and flight begins 
Humans cannot hang upside down as blood 
rushes to the head and tends to pool or collect 
But the bat's compact. small size allows their 
heart to easily distribute the small volume of 
blood even \Vhen upsldl' do\vn. 
Because of the1r un1que physical abilities. bats 
can safe)} roost m places where predators cannot 
get them. To slc.cp, bats hang themsehes upside 
down in a cave or hollo\\ tree. With the1r \\lOgs 
draped around theil bodies like cloaks. They hang 
upside down to hibernate and even upon death. 
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Marshalltown 
make it your destination 
CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU 
It's so easy to help protect Iowa's d iverse cntters 
and their habitats. Simply donate to t he Fish and 
Wildlife Check-Off on your Iowa state tax returns! 
You'll support more than 800 wildlife species 
in Iowa, and 100 percent of your donation goes to 
wi ldl ife research, habitat development, education 
BORN FREE MOTORCOACIH 
... 
* QUALITY ~. _. 
BEST BUlL T MOTORCOACH IN AMERICA  
* SAFETY ~c 
42 YEARS WITHOUT A FATALITY 
* DRIVABILITY 
THE ULTIMATE TOURING VEHICLE 
SOLD FACTORY DIRECT 
TIPS, TRICKS AND MUST-KNOWS TO ENHANCE YOUR OUTDOOR FUN 
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How to 
Avoid 
Camo 
camouflage cloth:So~r favo~ite 
garments insid y turning 
handwashin . e out and 
baking sodag IFn cobld Water and 
· or est r 1 
soak overnight H esu ts, 
reduce color los . f ang-dry to 
and heat If . sh rom abrasion 
· In a urry delicate and ' wash on 
dryer cycle A us~dthe shortest 
. VOl over drying. 
Q) E .~ 
..c 
........ C'\3 ::s 
0 "0 0' 
Snowshoe 
~ • the Fl IX on I 
When snowshoeing, carry a f<>w repair items sut h 
as plastic zip ties or bailing wire to reattach decking 
to frames Wrap several layers of duct tape around a 
snowshoe pole, water bottle or other gear to <>ecure 
broken bmdmg straps or patch puncture hol<•s 'rou 
can also apply tape to hot spots on feet before a bhster 
emerges. The slick tape surface reduces skin friction. 
Prevent ~ 
Freeze-ups 
Stay hydrated in dry winter air by 
preventing water bottles from freezing. 
Wmter h1kers, outdoor photographers, 
hunters, sk1ers and snowshoers need 
water. Here is how to keep water flowing 
on cold days. 
1) Carry leak-proof water bottles 
upside down If ice forms, 1t will 
form at the top, leaving liquid at 
the capped end. This also prevents 
l1ds and sippers from freezmg shut. 
2) In extreme cold, fill bottles w1th 
sports drinks such as Gatorade versus 
water. The electrolytes lower the 
freezmg point and help quench thirst 
during lengthy, energy-intensive 
workouts. For non-strenuous activities, 
water is preferable as sport dnnks 
contain plenty of ca lories 
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ICE FISH FOR COLD CASH! 
Hook into $50k in prizes at one of the largest 
winter fishing derbies in the Midwest. 
Spruce up the ice shack, dust off the ice fishing gear and dig out the family favorite chili recipe, the Council Bluffs Winterfest Ice Fishing 
Derby at Lake Manawa State Park is just around the pike. On Jan. 28 
the 772-acre Missouri River oxbow lake is turned into a 1,000 plus 
community of hard water fans young and old. More than $25,000 in cash 
and prizes are up for grabs, and another $25,000 for anglers hooking 
specially tagged fish. Ice anglers can also win prizes for the largest fish 
by species, the best decorated ice shack or the tastirst bowl of chili. 
Prizes range from cash to equipment, such as ice shacks, augers, fish 
finders and GPS units Bring the family for better chances at prizes in 
adult and youth categories. Registration is $15 through noon Jan . 14. 
and $20 through the day of the event. Pre-registrants enjoy a free rafne 
ticket for an Arctic Cat ATV, a chance at one of four ice shacks to be 
given away during the month of January and waiver of the early morning 
check-in. To register. fill out the form from the derby website 
For more information, check out www.winterfestderby.com, 
or call Lake Manawa State Park at 712-366-0220. 
---------------- --- -
I 
Ice Fishing Derby 
Saturday, January 28, 2012 
7 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
OVER $50,000 IN CASH & PRIZES 
Pre-registration is $15 • Registration the day of is $20 
Lake Manawa State Park 
Council Bluffs, lA (1-80/1-29, Exit 3, South) 
Check the website at www.winterfestderby.com 
for the latest info and to check on ice conditions. 
Ice House contest sponsored by the Council Bluffs Chamber of Commerce 
Chili cook-off sponsored by Doll Distributing 
..---~-.--.1 
Bagley 
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Ready this year by May 1, and making a w inter debut in 2013 the Sherburne 
Cabm at Springbrook State Park 1n Guthrie County makes a perfect winter 
getaway for friends and families A large 75-foot deck affords views of expans1ve 
t tmber, gateway to 920 acres of park forest. The cabm features bamboo and ttle 
floors, full kttchen, h1ckory cabtnets, three baths and sleeps 14. The sprawling 
d tning table faces two overs1zed picture wi ndows for mealtime views of deer, 
bt rds, fox, coyote and tu rkey 
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A GREAT FAMILY HIDEAWAY 
Get ready to make reservations for winter 2013 when the once sprawling family home. now the Floyd Sherburne 
cabin, will open for its first winter. Available beginnmg May 1. 
it makes a spectacular stay for family get-togethers and winter 
adventure Hand-built in the 1970s by Sherburne, before his 
passing, he sold the home and land to the DNR as a 10-acre 
addition to the heavily wooded Springbrook State Park. 
"The cabin is off by itself in a very private, intimate 
setting," says park manager Carolyn Hack. "There is no 
noise or traffic." 
Nestled in a wooded area on the park's west side, with 
a scenic overlook and great opportunities to view wildlife, 
this getaway is tailor-made for families and friends that 
love the outdoors. Take hikes to explore wintry quiet 
on the Guthrie County park's 12 miles of trai l, go ice-
fishing fo r crappies on the 17-acre spring-fed lake then 
burn off energy sledding, snowshoeing, cross-country 
ski ing or relax while bird watching. Afterwards, the cabin 
awaits with four spacious bedrooms, two living rooms, 
th ree baths and 3,700 square feet of cozy quarters 
Out the front door is a frutt orchard with grape 
vines and apple, pear, plum and peach trees that attract 
songbirds and deer-easily enjoyed through several 
large picture windows. \Yild turkey enter the yard 
from a sprawling timber. The backyard connects to 920 
acres of state park woods and prairie where redheaded 
\\Oodpeckers, jays, red and gray fox and coyotes play-
all viewable from the expansive dinner table 
At night, stargaze crystalline dark skies from the vast 
deck, cook dinner on a 48-inch charcoal grill and listen 
to owls hoot. A benched outdoor seating area surrounds a 
fire ring for weenie roasts. Or prepare mea ls inside al the 
fu ll-service, well-equipped kitchen with large refrigerator, 
island, dishwasher, oven and microwave. 
Cap the night in the library room complete with board 
games, cards, books, DVD player and television. 
Located of/county road F-25, west ofthe maw park at 
2437 160th Road, Guthrie Center. Rates: $200 per ntglzt. 
two-nzglzt m111tmum stay (three-mglzt minzmum during 
lzolzdays) Make reservations for wznter 2013 at 
1-877-427-2757 or http://iowastateparks.reserveamerica.com 8 
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Looking for s1gns of the deadly white nosed 
fungus on bat populations, scientific researchers 
move from icy cond1t1ons outside Dancehall Cave 
in Maquoketa Caves State Park to a warmer cave 
interior where bats hibernate. In the Jackson 
County cave complex temperatures hover in the 
low 50s 0 • 
The mystery of \Aih te-nosr syn':irome 
Where did the fungus come from? ~dentists arc not sure. 
but there arc> reports of 1t widespread in Europe. The 
difference is bats do not du:' from the fungus m Europe. 
This cold loving, cavc> dwelling fungus. scientific name 
Geomyces destructans. attacks bats as they hibernate in large 
numbers It app<:'ars as fuzzy white patches on the nose and 
mouth. It can spread ovc>r thc1r whole bod1es. but \'.lwn 1t's on 
the wings, il does severe damage. Carol Meteyer. a pathologist 
with USGS National 
Wildlife I fealth Center and 
a lead author of research on 
the fungus, says. 
"This fungus 
is amazingly 
destructive-
it digests, 
erodes, and 
invades 
the skin-
particularly 
the wings --
of hibernating 
bats. The 
ability of this 
fungus to 
invade bats' 
wing skin is 
unlike that 
of any known 
skin fungal 
pathoaen in land mammals." 
Scientists believe the fungus causes deh) drat ion in 
hibernat111g bats, forctng them to wake dunng winter 
to find water and food. W1th no insects to eat, tlw 
underweigh t bats perish quickly in the cold. Bats that 
survive with fungus-damaged wings will not thrive during 
-;pring through fall and go into hibernatiOn the next year 
in weakened conditions 
The litt le brown bat population has suffered thr most, 
and could become extinct The endangered Indiana bat has 
had its population cut 111 half. Tri-colored bats are suffering 
with the fungus. Big brov,:ns and long-eared bats appear to 
withstand white nose effects s lightly better, but l trne will 
tell if they survive. 
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Daryl llowell, DNR zoologist, forecasts what they might 
find in Iowa caves. '1'he btg browns will probably not have 
it. They don'ttravel as far as the Mtssoun caves \\here the 
fungus has been found In the '80s, lnd1ana bats banded in a 
Missouri mtne were captured during a summer survey in Iowa. 
"In Iowa we have hundred'> of little browns-not the 
tens of thousands other states have W<.' don't believe ours 
migrate long d1stances. That said, there 1s not a lot of 
migration information about bats. We know a lot about bird 
migration, but bats don't 
attract the research funding 
that other spec1es do " 
The fungus moves 
from bat to bat (bats are 
very social creatures): but 
humans are not affected. 
The D \ R closed state park 
caves to the public for the 
summers of 2010 and 2011 in 
the hope that if people were 
spreadmg the fungus b} 
spore-contaminated clothing 
and shoes. that exposure 
route cou ld be stopped 
They see 1-ho 1-:>ats 
The first huddle of tiny, 
brown furry bodies 1s 
discovered on the ceiling. 
tucked mto a crevice. 
The scientists huddle in 
a circlc>, each shining a 
flashlight on the group of 
about 25 bats. T he bats' 
black forea r ms sl1ck out 
like barrettes. and their 
ears guide the scientists 
to the1r faces. 
"They"re big browns 
I don't see white-nose," 
says Russ Iknedict, Central College biology professor 
But the group knows that wh ite-nose isn't always 
obvious Bats have been known to carry it without 
showings} mploms 
Howell and Kelly Poole, another D R Wild life 
bio logist, count the bats. Howell has been mon itoring the 
population of bats at Maquoketa Caves for several years. 
I hey take pic lures to recount the bats later. 
Flashlights scour the ce1hng lookmg for more. Etght 
more groups are discovered and counted: 12 here. two there. 
another five. a group of 30. One bal. along the outside of its 
cluster. breaths very slowly The others are motionle'is 
''See the red forearm..,," booms out Benedict exc1tedl} 
"These are tri-color bats Look closely at their fur. the base 
and tip of each hair is dark and the midd le is lighter" 
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• Above, a group of httle brown bats huddles together 
for warmth. Bats are the only mammals thl\.fly, 
and, evolutionarily, they are a very old gro~ with 
fo~il records dating back SO million years. Thl!lto.Sill.alT -
flap on their ears probably has a role in their acute 
hearing and echolocation abilities. 
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The hibernating bats s lumber on, unaware of the 
interest they have sti r red. The scientists will not disturb 
the bats; they are there only to report findings. 
The group travels further into the cave. A half-eaten 
bat clings to a crevice on the wall. This is an opportunity 
for the scientists: a dead bat can be inspected for signs 
of the disease. Poole pulls on medical gloves and climbs 
on Benedict's shoulders. He lifts her up to reach the 
creature. Above a blood scrape on the wall, she begins 
to delicately pull at the half-eaten bat. It won't budge. 
Poole gets more aggressive and after a few minutes she 
dislodges it and Benedict lowers her to the ground. All 
lights are on the corpse 
(likely consumed by a 
raccoon or opossum). 
Benedict pulls a wing out 
to inspect it. No holes, no 
fungus. The bat is placed 
in a plastic bag for daylight 
inspection. 
The final bat count for 
Dancehall Cave, confirmed 
by the photos, is 435 
big brown bats and two 
tricolored bats. 
Wye Cave 
Wye Cave has a warmer 
environment than 
Dancehall, and the 
scientists are anxious to 
check if bats could be 
affected differently in 
it. After a modest trek 
through the snow, the 
group steps down into a 
• 
ravine and s tops in front of a rocky hole in the ground. 
Poole, Benedict and Dykstra descend one at a time, 
toehold by toehold, into the darkness. Howell waits 
at the entrance. 
The cave opens up in height and the three stand 
and shine their lights about, looking for bats. It is 
humid and several degrees warmer in this cave. Only a 
handful of bats are visible: tricolor and little brown bats, 
sporadically clinging to the ce iling, a couple are on ly a 
foot or two from the cave floor. One is glistening, its fur 
completely covered in condensation. 
The three crawl into another hole that leads further 
downward. Benedict finds only three more. "I wonder if 
raccoons have been in here eating the bats," he ponders 
out loud. 
It's time to head back. At the parking lot the four 
remove their Tyvek suits and place them in a plastic bag 
for disposal. As they sanitize their boots, the local news 
media and passersby ask what they've learned. 
Howell tells them the bats look to be free of white-nose 
syndrome. "It's not if Iowa bats get white-nose; it's when," 
is his concluding statement. "We hope to keep it at bay 
long enough that a treatment will be developed." 
Iowa's caves will likely remain closed to the public, 
with some exceptions for educational and research 
groups that take the precautions the scientists 
have taken. The fungus is the deadli est threat 
ever to these species. 
Stopping the spread of white nose 
Over 100 entities in the U.S. are involved in 
d 
Learn to build bat houses or donate to help with research at Bat 
Conservation International. Visit www.batcon.org or donate at 
1-800-538-2287, extension 28. 
researching and stopping the spread of white-nose 
symptoms. This is what is known so far: the fungus 
dies in temperatures near 100 degrees; it survives 
in indirect sun light, but dies when exposed to direct 
ultraviolet light; and it can be ki lled with some 
disinfectants, such as Lysol. 
One idea is to install a heat lamp at cave entrances. 
Cave walls cannot be sprayed with a fungicide because 
amphibians and other members of the cave ecosystem 
may be hurt by the chemicals. 
For now, one of the biggest obstacles faced by 
scientists is their lack of understanding how white nose 
syndrome works. If they can figure that out, maybe they 
can develop a way to stop it. 8 
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Inside are three folding chairs. two benches for storage, 
a narrow hon zontal wmd ov. on each s1de and t\vo narrow 
windows in front. A tripod is set up in the middle of the 
floor, to be used by hunt ers needing assistan ce to hold and 
aim a rille or s hotgun Mall pulls th e black-lined curtains to 
the side so Ruth can sec out He climbs back into h1s truck 
and drives it away from v1ew on the othe r side of th e n se. 
Ruth looks up . The blind 's ceiling is finis hed in a 
foam matlr<'ss pad painted black, a cheap s ubs titute for 
acoustic foam pane ls. The walls und e r the windows a re 
lined with black rubber to minimize sound and vibration 
from whee lchair bumps agains t th e wall. At the base of the 
windows are black, foam-covered rods on whi ch to res t 
s hotgun barre ls. Ins ide the benches a re LED flashlig hts , 
drinks. extra black gloves and s upphe" for the cold . 
Ru th 1s excited, like a kinde rgartne r headed for th e 
firs t day of school. She s miles tentative ly and he r hands 
move ne rvously. Her mind is jumping with memori es 
of her two previous hunts with Matt . as a child he lping 
her fa ther prepare squirre ls and rabbits fo r cookmg 
that he had shot and plucking pheasants. There weren't 
deer back th en Her mind shifts to he r children and 
grandchildren, and on to he r husband who passed away 
fou r months before their 65th wedding annive rsary They 
would all enjoy bei ng out here. But today, thi s adventure 
is reserved for her and Malt. 
Matt climbs into the blind. "Could you see me walking 
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Serve Outdoors 1s a nonprofit, chantable 
educational organ1zat1on that serves people w1th 
d1sab1hties, youngsters and elders. The program 
is free to each participant with the except1on that 
each partiCipant must purchase the1r own huntmg 
or fishmg license Fundra1sers are held, grants 
are sought and contributions accepted to fund 
hunting, fishing, shooting and archery events and 
programs. Any busmess, CIVIC orgamzat1on, church, 
conservation organ1zat10n, club, school, family or 
1nd1vidual can host an event or experience There 
IS no membership fee. For more mformat1on, go to 
www.serveoutdoors.org. 
Contacts for the Des Momes R1ver Valley Chapter 
111 Keosauqua are Matt Johnson at 641-919-4211 
or John Hamstreet at 319-288-0814. Th1s group has 
held fishmg and huntmg events for md1v1duals as 
well as res1dents of Good Samantan and Center 
VIllage care centers and the Southeast Iowa Visually 
Impaired Support Group. 
down the hil l'" he asks Ruth 
"Yes. I could see movement so [ fig ured it was you "As 
Matt gets he r shotgun ready, Ruth re flects. "It happened a 
while back. I knew I couldn 't see as we ll as I used to. but I 
"till d rove to work and around Fairfie ld. Then one afte rnoon 
my husband and I were watching our grandso n play ball 
when g nats begin flying around my head " Ruth bats the 
a ir in front of her face with the back of he r hand. "When 
I woke up the next morning , the gnats were still there. 
So my hus band took me to the eye doctor That was it " 
"How do you like thi s new blind?" ~1 att as ks as he 
mounts a 20-gauge youth s hotgun on th e tripod It IS 
loaded with 2 :Y1-inch Reming ton rifled s lugs and th e 
sa fe ty is on. "We fin ished it and placed it here last night 
111 th e da rk T he deer rn a) not s how because they're not 
used to seemg this parked he re. \\'e' ll jus t have to see 
wha t happens." 
"This is ve r y nice," Ruth approves. 
"It's a lo t be tte r than th e pop-up we used las t year 
\\hen you go t tha t doe And it's more comfortable than 
c limbing into a tree s tand When I was a kid I jus t s at on 
th e ground aga ins t a tree and waited." lie scoots Ruth's 
chair in line with the le ft window where he expects to see 
deer emerge from th e limber 
At first the re is a hushed -,;J)ence. Leaves drift to the ground. 
Then a few birds call. A monarch butterfly persistently flutters 
about. From the shadowy in tenor of the timber a deer raises 
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its head and lowers it. They are there all right. 
Ruth sets her right forefinger on the trigger guard. 
Her thumb rubs circles on the top of the shotgun above 
the receiver. Most of an hour passes. 
Matt whispers and motions up with his hands "Do 
you want to stand and stretch?" Ruth shakes her head no. 
"This is it," Matt whispers as he points to h1s watch. 
"It's six o'clock. This is when they'll come out to feed." 
Almost on cue, a doe emerges a few minutes later from 
the right end of the woods. She moseys out into a clearing. 
"Are you sure you want a buck this time?" Matt asks 
softly. Ruth nods her head yes. 
"T here's two of 'em." Matt points to another doe 
standing just a few feet from the timber edge Ruth 
shakes her head up and down. "I see 'em " 
"Are you sure you want a buck?" he asks again Ruth 
shakes her head yes, rubbing her thumb on the shotgun. 
Then a buck emerges. He nimbly moves to the center 
of the clearing. He turns his head and looks straight 
at the blind, ears cupped toward it. It is a six- to eight-
pointer, about 50 to 60 yards away. 
Matt has jumped up and scooted Ruth so she is facing 
the front windows. He noiselessly moves the tripod so 
the shotgun barrel is pointing out the front w1ndow 
He scoots Ruth some more, and the chair scrapes the 
floor. He checks the aim and re leases the safety. "He's a 
good-looking buck ," he wh ispers excitedly. 
The scraping has alerted the buck. He stares intently 
for a moment as Ruth prepares for the shot. Just before 
she can shoot he bounds into the CRP Two more does 
dart from the timber. The five deer leap over the chest-
high golden and green vegetation, the sun catching the1r 
white rumps and tawny legs until only their gray ears 
flash above the prairie and then they are gone. 
"You almost had him Ruth. He may have been an 
eight-pointer. That would have been a great buck for your 
first one. If only I'd moved you into position when we first 
saw the does But they stood there so long that I thought 
there wasn't going to be a buck That was a great buck" 
"It's okay I'm having a good time just being out here," 
Ruth said looking into Matt's face, trymg to make him 
see her earnest truth. 
"That's the way it is. You sit for an hour or so and then 
every thi ng happens in two minutes." 
"Matt. the most important part for me is being outdoors." 
"I know Ruth." He smiles at her "That was a great 
buck. We'll get the next one." 
Matt puts the safety back on and Ruth returns her 
focus to listening, remembering and waiting to see her 
next buck through Matt's eyes. 8! 
Tips to Improve Your Photos 
For photographers, w.nter cond1t1ons help tell 
a story and convey mood Compared to the 
summer inset photo, a wmter male card mal IS 
far more dramatiC set on a h1ghbush cranberry 
w1th falling snow. The harshness and challenges 
of his winter env1ronment are felt while 
emotion is lacking in the fair wea ther photo. 
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owa's winter season, with 
those slippery driving 
conditions and extra work to 
clear driveways is dreaded by 
some. And when fall colors become 
a fading memor y and shor t-sleeve 
weather is long-gone. some Iowans wi';h 
they could strike the words "winter" and 
"snow" from their vocabularies. 
But these two words mean excitement 
to wildlife photographers a~ snow and ice 
bring wonderful photographtc opportunities. Why 
watch wildlift~ on Animal Planet when you can bt~ 
outdoors and creating great images yourselr? 
......... ---
___ ,) 
L 
Many fair-weather nature photographers stow their camera 
gear. and outdoor recreation becomes a thing of the past 
until warm days return. But seasoned wildlife photographers 
know this 1s the time\\ hen many spec1es are most V1s1ble 
and easiest to find. With a lillie care and preparation. today's 
camera equipment stands up well to cold weather. 
l" '""' •• ,.. ... '"'~t-ac ,. ~,....,...-t- _'),;"' 1 ~r ,.. ...... +t-.nr.~ 
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Snow is dynam1c and turns a good photo opportunity 
into a great one. If you've anticipated well and have 
photographed a bird or mammal during a snowfall. 
) ou know it provides a great atmosphere and stunning 
se tting. Sno\\> falling around or on a bird or fur-bearer 
is special, adding mystique and power to 1mages 
Photographing a handsome an imal with big snow flakes 
sticking to fur or feathers is a photographer's homerun. 
""'"'..~....._ -"""\+r 
Winter photography highligh ts the thickest, most luxurious 
fur or heaviest coat of feathers . Large mammals develop 
a dense fur an inch-thick or more. Birds showcase lavish 
coats of feathers under-la1n with soft coverings of"" arm 
down. On the coldest days, animals fluff up by shaking fur 
coats or lofting feathers to trap air a nd enhance insu lation. 
This is why that tiny chickadee at your feeder looks like a 
puffy. round orb when temperatures are near zero, or why 
that neighborhood fox w1th the fluffy facial jowls looks 
larger then he did last summer. Winter in habita nts need 
all the insulating properties their coals can provide to 
survive. And when birds and mammals sport thick coats. 
they make great photographic subjects 
rquipment preparations & 
r teet' 
\\'hen teaching winter photography 
cla-;ses, the first question f'm 
asked is, "How do you 
keep camera batteries 
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from going dead 1n the cold?" I have spent hundreds of 
ho urs photograph ing during the coldest clays, and have 
yet to experience drained batteries. It doesn't happen, 
especially with newer generation rechargeable battencs 
fop-off rechargeable batteries right before you go outside-
or at least the night before. Rep lace very old rechargeable 
batteries as they lose their capacity to hold a full cha rge. 
The use of an anti-fog eyepiece. if available for your 
camera, rna} pn•vent your br<.'ath from fogging the 
viewfinder at the critical moment when that elusive fox 
bounds in front of your lens. 
l\l ost successful wildlife photography requires a 
telephoto lens of 300mm. v.ith a 400- or 500mm lens even 
better. Digital smgle lens reflex camera<> (DSLRs) use 
interchangeable lenses and are very versatile. Models 
with high-speed motor drives capab le of five frames per 
second or faster provide more chances to capture a bird 
in flight or a running mammal at that perfect moment. 
Use a tripod whenever pos<>ible, espec1ally with heavy 
telephoto lenses. When hand-ho lding, the camera and 
lens weight can compress insulation in your gloves. 
re-.ulting in st1ngmg fingers Frosty fingers can quickly 
cause you r stamina to wane 
When photographing during a wet, heavy snowfall, be 
sure to prevent snow from melting and creating moisture 
around control buttons and knobs on the camera or lens 
Bringing camera equipment directl} 1ndoors following 
a cold-weather shoot can cause damag1ng condensation. 
Before returning indoo rs. seal the camera and lens inside 
a plastic bag Warm. mo1st at r will condense outside the 
bag mstead of on the electronic gear Another option 
is to keep cold gear inside your camera bag and let it 
acclimate ins ide for two hours or more before opening. 
'"':~+/"'\ ... ~t....~+o~ ........ ') ..... y +-~-~....'1·-··os 
There are several ways to captu re winter wildlife images 
and perhaps the b<.'st and most comfor table is using your 
V<'h icle as a photo bli nd. Both birds and mammals become 
somewhat tolerant of motor vehicles over time, and I know 
many birders with excellent image collectwns obtained 
from a car. Approach wildlife by graduall} slowing to a stop. 
Many subjects aren't apt to move when hunkered down in 
the cold or feeding vigorously along a roadway. Use caution 
and don't stop along a busy highv.ay 
with little or no shoulder ~afety 
should be the primary 
concern. with roadside 
photography done along 
infrequently traveled 
gravel roads. 
Another 
comfortable 
method uses the 
windO\\ of your 
home. Place a 
backyard bird 
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ABOVE Iowa has its share of big whitetails. This nme-pomt buck 
shows excellent behaviors wh1le testmg the a1r as he follows a doe 
nearing estrus RIGHT· The same wh1tetail a month later The snowy 
foreground and background contrasts w1th h1s heavy wmter coat 
to create a different impression LOWER RIGHT Capturing a coyote 
photo can be an unexpected treat, and this IS a good-looking animal. 
BELOW In a much stronger 1mage, the coyote shows plenty of action 
as he bounds through the powder, with snow-covered face and snow 
streaming from h1s front quarters. The deep snow illustrates the 
hardship animals endure dunng an Iowa wmter. 
For photographers, animal mteract1on 
creates drama and perhaps a once-m-
a lifetime photo. Here, two red foxes 
scuffle over food-a dead squ1rrel 1s 
nearby A fast shutter speed captures 
snow k1cked up m the melee, addmg 
heightened drama. A rap1d f1re burst 
of 20 1mages was taken m seconds to 
obtain this image. 
I 
/ 
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feeder close to a window that opens Usc a piece of cardboard 
or plywood cut to the size of the open window to prevent cold 
air from entering. Last, cut a hole for the telephoto lens. 
You can also shoot from a commercial or home-made 
blind placed along a trail or location that wildlife frequent. 
Tips to keco warm 
Today's high-tech clothes are an incredible improvement 
to those available a few decades ago Polypropylene 
long-johns and h1gh-loft Thmsulate outer garments are 
among the best insulators. and boots should be insu lated 
and rated for below-zero temperatures. Dress in three 
layers, and don't forget to take along chemical heat 
packs for hands and feet. These are helpful as sitting in 
a blind for hours at a time tends to be chilly compared 
to cross-country <:>kiing, snowshoeing or hiking Layers 
should include a synthetiC wicking Ia} er next to the skm 
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to transport moisture away. ext, wear a warmth layer 
of fleece, wool or down, and top with a waterproof and 
windproof outer shell. 
Prf"' ..... r"\rl\1 '"'Xr"''"''"' ......... f: ........ r YIO'"Y ·,al'"''" 
Images of snow can often appear slightly gray as exposure 
meters use an overall average for lighting cond1tions. You 
can meter snow (and only snow), then manually set your 
aperture and shutter-speed settings to add 1'2 stops more 
light But be sure to take your meter reading in the same 
direction as the picture. On a cloudy day add two f-stops of 
light. ensuring your camera's meter reading is in the same 
directiOn as the photo. In earl> morning or late 111 the day. 
snow will take on a blue cast. especially in low light. This 
is natural. so don't be surprised. You can remove some 
blue to suit your tastes with an image editor like Photoshop. 
If }OU don't want to set exposures by shootmg in 
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Cold weather plumage adds beauty to an image as these summer 
versus winter photos illustrate RIGHT On a single-digit February day, 
this chickadee lofts his feathers to trap air and maximize msulat1on. 
His plumage is uniform, and he has a rounded, handsome appearance. 
LOWER RIGHT· During summer, black-capped chickadee feathers cling 
tightly to the body to dissipate heat. The feathers are disarranged as 
well. BELOW: Th1s rooster pheasant sports colorful plumage smce 1t's the 
spring mating season and he's actively courting females LEFT· On a cold 
January day with wind-chills below zero, a pheasant lofts his feathers to 
trap air and insulate himself from the elements. Even his head feathers 
are puffed up. His rounded shape makes him appear larger. His colorful 
and expanded plumage is striking contrasted against the white snow. 
manual mode, correct the automatic exposure by simply 
changing the exposure-compensation setting to add light 
until the image on your LCD display looks correctly 
exposed. Be aware as the size of the animal, and the 
corresponding amount of bright snow, can change 
when the animal moves. This affects the camera's 
auto-metering algorithm and the camera will adjust the 
exposure-often incorrectly. just remember that wel l-
exposed snow looks very white, and only a small amount 
of detai l needs to be retained to show its texture. Under-
exposed snow will look sooty, gray or dirty. 
0 espect +-re 1nimal's welfare 
There's one special and very important consideration when 
photographing winter wildlife. Animals often face food 
scarcity caused by deep snow and deadly ice that sometimes 
covers food supplies. Consequently, the Jack of consistent 
food can make malnourished animals very vulnerable 
when precious energy is used to flee a well-meaning 
photographer. A prized photo isn't worth jeopardizing 
the well-being of the subject. Simply keep your distances 
to wildlife reasonable. 
Be organized 
When photographing in cold weather, above all, be organized 
right down to wearing proper clothing, as well as knowing 
where your equipment is packed. Anything you forget, 
especially clothing and chemical heat packs, could turn 
out to be a critical error. Make a checklist. pack equipment. 
and organize clothing the night before your winter excursion. 
Winter photography preparations by their very nature 
are more detailed and time consuming. Good forethought 
and planning are vital to a successful and comfortable 
photographic excursion. ~ 
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As a photographer, I watch the pre-rut activtty from 
my window, and when I see the scene unfold, I grab 
my camera. As long as I move s lowly and in a non-
threatening manner, I can usually shadow a buck with 
love on hts mind to within 50 to 100 feel A bulk will run 
hunself ragged during the rut and the) are on the run 
mght and day. Last fall, I followed a beautiful 11-pointer 
and photographed him for more than an hour. He became 
so accustomed to nw that he began dozing on Ius feet It 
took a light clapping of the hands to snap hun to attention 
for a photograph so he looked like the wtld deer he truly 
was. It was easy to fill a compact-flash card with hundreds 
of images of thts magnificent trophy-sized animal. 
· · mcrunr~ the Urbdn Herd 
Whitetails have adapted well to urban living Ask any 
property ov. ner whose yard they frequent and > ou 
will hear plent} about the ltlies, hostas and even rose 
bushes that dtsappear When urban deer populations go 
unchecked, some eventually become traffic statistics 
From 2001 through 2009. 158 deer/vehicle crashes were 
reported in Urbandale, including one fatality 
"Most people do understand and agree our suburban 
deer herd needs to be controlled, because there are no 
natural predators We don't want to eltminate all deer, but 
need to keep thetr numbers in check," sa}s Urbandale 
police officer jeff Casey, who heads the city's deer 
management program 
In 1990, the first deer management wne hunt was 
conducted at Springbrook State Park in Guthrie 
County. This followed several years of concern 
abou t herd impacts on nearby crop<> and vegetation in 
the state park and surrounding area Soon after, the city 
of Waterloo adopted a controlled bow hunt within city 
limits The effort successfu lly reduced deer numbers, 
and consequently, complaints regarding deer Now. more 
than two decades later, 18 communities and 25 state and 
county parks conduct controlled hunts across Iowa. 
"I am \er} happy with the results we've achieved. but 
I would like to expand the program," says Casey He'd like 
more private property owner<; to parttctpate tn areas where 
herds exceed the DNR recommended 20 to 30 deer per 
square mile. Since Urbandale's program began in 1999. 
503 non-antlered deer were harvested within city limits. 
Whtle some bowhunters want the chance to harvest 
a troph} buck. emphasis is placed on harvesting does 
"Our city requires a hunter to harvest two non-antlered 
deer before htc; name is placed into a lottery for a buck 
tag," Case} <>ays "And once a hunter has harvested five 
non-antlered deer, his lottery odd<> arc tncreased. Last 
year 15 individuals qualified for a buck incentive tag for 
next year." 
~· e UrbC''"' o,....vv Hur')t 
In the 20 years at our Urbandale acreage. I've seen no 
shortage of trophy-sized deer. Our property has hosted 
nine-. 10 and 11-point deer that would easily score 
around 1.>0, with plenty of buck'> in the 130 and up range. 
Just a year ago a procession of five bucks walked through 
the yard, ranging from a small six-point to two large nine-
and 10-point bucks. 
Hunters will find that during the rut, the biology 
of urban deer is the same as 1t is anywhere. Does 
come in heat during early 
Urban deer have the same hab1ts 
as the1r country cousms Just ask 
any City property owner who 
has experienced the loss of a 
small tree due to a buck rub This 
stout 11-point buck IS putting on 
muscle by working out, just like a 
body builder Only the strongest, 
most dominant bucks earn the 
privilege to mate 
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ovember, and bucks c reate rubs and scrapes just as 
they do in the cou ntr y. They a lso slick to favored trai ls 
o r r oute-; along embankments and linkage" between 
properties. So a bow hun ter can set up a s tand just like 
the deep woods, as long as it complies wit h city ru les 
BO\\" hunting for suburban deer 1s a bit different than 
h unti ng the Iowa cou ntr ys ide, 
bu t many hunters fi nd it a great 
attraction The hunter ..,.,·ho hves 
a nd hu nts within a city doesn't have 
to drive far. and it doesn't take long 
to tote the deer back to the vehicle 
Hun te r par ticipatio n in 
Urbandale started s lowly, with just 
10 deer k11led during the 1998-99 
season. But fo llowing an increase in 
hunter and landowner participation, 
20 registered hunters bagged 91 
deer duri ng the 20 10-11 season. 
"Several hunters have harvested 
multiple animals, a nd one hunter 
bagged 26 dee r," says Casey. "The 
largest trophy buck taken was 
during 2009 when a huge buck 
that sco red 200 4/ 8 was bagged 
on private property near 1 iving 
History Farms. T h is b uck was known to be in the area 
and att racted th e atte nti on of out-of-state hunte rs. 
"With knowledge of deer li ke this, we've had repor ts 
of poachmg, and we do our best to respo nd to t1ps and 
complain ts," he adds. 
Iowa's urban deer program is working quite well For bow 
hu nters who like to try something 
di fferent, it is a g reat way to keep 
urban deer populations balanced and 
perhaps har vest a trophy buck 
Tips to Avoid 
r"'\1 _ .. [' rra 
Dee r ar e a ttracted to a vari e ty of 
plants. and pr ope r ty owne rs can 
avo id depredation several ways. 
Certa in favo rites-like h ostas, 
lilies and roses-can be avoided 
or protected with fe ncing Ame rican 
Holly, barberry a nd butte rfl y bush 
a re rare!} targeted by deer 
A variety of deter rents run from 
standard and elecbic fencing to spray 
repellents. After deer browsed our hedge, 
two applications of a liquid deer repellent 
convinced the deer to give it up 8 
Home gardeners can avoid or reduce deer damage by careful plant selection 
List from Iowa State Univemty ExtensiOn 
PI nt- P ·ef - Selc 
Common Name 
Barberr y 
Redosie r dogwoo d 
For sythia 
Honeylocus t 
Beauty bus h 
Norway spruce 
White s pruce 
Colorad o spruce 
Mugo pine 
Aus trian pine 
Scotc h pine 
Common lilac 
PI 1 t Oc a 
Common Name 
White fir 
Red ma ple 
S ilve r maple 
Sug ar map le 
Ia//} 5 
Common horse chestnut 
Servicebe rry 
Cotoneas te r 
Co mmon witchhazel 
-p ---.,, o- -aged 
Botanical Name 
Berb erzs spp. 
Cornus sericea 
Forsytl11 a spp 
Cleditsza lriacanlhos 
Kolkwitzta amabilts 
Pzcea abus 
Ptcea glauca 
Picea pungens 
Pznus mugo 
Pinus 1llgra 
Pmus sylvestris 
Syringa vulgans 
el - ma od 
Botanical Name 
Abies coucolor 
Acer rubrum 
Acer saccltarinum 
Acer saccharum 
Aesculus hippocastanum 
Amelan chzer spp 
Cotoneaster spp. 
llamame/is virgi111ana 
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Rose of haron 
Hydra ngea 
Prive t 
Easte rn white pine 
Pote nt illa 
Doug las fir 
Whi te oak 
Northe rn red oak 
Willows 
Anthony wate re r spirea 
Bridalwreath s pirea 
Pe r sian lilac 
j a panese tree lilac 
Ame ri can linde n 
Canadia n he ml oc k 
Old-fas hioned we ig ela 
r: ·a t ,.. 
Common Name 
Nor way maple 
tly Se 
Easte rn redbud 
Cle matis 
Corneliancherry dogwood 
Winged e uonymus 
Hibiscus syriacus 
Hydrangea spp. 
Ligus/rum spp 
Pin us sl rob us 
Potentzlla frutz cosa 
Pseudotsuga menziesii 
Quercus alba 
Quercus rubra 
Salix spp. 
Spiraea x bumalda 
Spiraea prunifolia 
Syringa x persica 
yringa reticula/a 
Tilia americana 
Tsuga canadensis 
JVeigela florida 
ly D nage-J 
Botanical Name 
Acer ptatanoides 
Cercis canadensts 
Clemalts spp. 
Contus mas 
Euonymus alatus 
e. 
t 
This big 1 1 pointer follows a doe near 
a chicken coop. Although this group 
of small Urbandale acreages is ringed 
by new houses, it offers ideal habitat 
for suburban deer. 
OPPOSITE: This buck leaves his 
s1gnature at a neighborhood scrape. 
The pre-orbital or lachrymal gland 
secret ions by deer aid in lubricating 
and cleansing the eye. However, 
bucks are readily observed rubbing 
this gland on tw1gs, limbs, and 
branches dunng scrape and rub 
act1v1ty The hab1ts and biology of 
suburban deer are no different than 
those of rural whitetails. 
From the CCC, WWII and the Fisheries Bureau, 
looks back on a full life outdoors 
devoted to making Iowa a better place. 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY MIKE BUTLER 
T 91, RAY MULHOLLAND 
has seen the worst of Mother Nature in Iowa: 
calamitous flooding, destructive tornadoes, and 
fearsome blizzards. But Ray has more good 
memories than bad of a life lived mostly outdoors. Old age 
has a way of bringing pleasant, not-so-extreme experiences 
to mind. Like that fine spring afternoon when a carefree kid 
on a bike raced up and down the brick streets of Lansing in 
Iowa's northeast corner. Or that perfect. endless summer 
night when a rebellious teenager splashed in the shallows 
of the Mississippi River. And that brilliant autumn morning 
when a young man, profoundly humble and grateful after 
seeing the worst of human nature during World War II, 
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walked among ancient effigy mounds. 
Ray lives up to his nickname. "Bear," physically 
and-sometimes in winter-emotionally. Unable to go 
outside much when the snow piles high, he growls and 
paces and stares out the windows of his comfortable 
New Albin home. A hefty slice of one of wife Bonnie's 
homemade fruit pies-lard crust. of course. plus a scoop 
of ice cream-eases the cabin fever. 
Flipping through the scrapbooks helps. too. Crammed 
full of personal snapshots and yellowed newspaper 
clippings, the albums trace the arc of Ray's life in 
the Civilian Conservation Corps, the Army, and Iowa 
Fisheries. He scrambles down the hall to his bedroom 
ABOVE: Ray *Bear• Mulholland and his dog, Little 
Bear, at home in N~w Albin. From building trails 
during the Great Depi~fsion to enduring harsh 
winters ofWWII, his life dttCJoors includes 31 
of fisheries work 1 th the DNR until retiring In 
to fdch the scrapbooks Ray gets along fine with th e' help 
of a cane but you can tell those 15 Jumps he made as a 
par atroopu have taken a loll on his knees. 
n - lli!! a nn tl ... r. Ri"ct· 
As with num} members of the Greatest Generation, Ray 
knew money was scarce when he was growing up. But 
he never felt poor llts dad could al\'. ays find work as a 
carpenter, but everything went to keep a roof over Ray's 
head and those of his eight brothers and one sister 
During Prolubttion, certain entrepreneurs \\ould pa} 
Ray and his friends a nickel for any whiskey bottles they 
found that had been thrown into the river or roadside 
ditches. Ray could also makl• 50 cents a we< k or so 
sel ling freshwater mussel shells to the Lansrng Bullon 
Factory. (~everal pearl button factones sprouted and 
boomed on the banks of the l\lisst..,stppi R1ver in Iowa 
early in the 20th century. Before then, most buttons used 
in America had to be imported.) "You could see right 
through the water in those days," Ray recall" "We called 
it pollywogging." 
When Ray graduated high school in 1938. the Great 
Depressron droned on and there s tmply were no jobs to 
be had for young men. Fortunately, the CCC, begun in 
1933 by Franklin Roosevelt. was gotng gangbuster" Ray 
stgned up for a six-month term at the ~IcGregor Camp 
' * QJ.ll• "• 
.,.- ._ 
--~ 
that fall and liked it so much he re-enli5ted for three 
more "'I hat was the good life," says Ray "We made $30 a 
month and sent $20 home" Plenty of money, consrdenng 
that a movie in town on Saturday night cost 10 cents. It 
cost another dune to treat a girl you were sweet on to ice 
cream. ''I'll never forget the first meal I had in th( Corps," 
Ray say" "We had pork chops. I didn't hardly know what 
a pork chop was We ate real good and slept real good." 
Ray spent his days on a survey crew, crucial to the 
work that followed cutting trails and con5tructing the 
beaut1ful stone butlding" that sttll sparkle like jewels in 
many Iowa state parks. (Iowa had 19 CCC camps at the 
height of the program, with about 200 men in each camp) 
But "conservation" was the project's middle name, and 
some of the mo"t important work consisted of planting 
trees. controlling flooding, and preventing soil erosion 
b} helplllg farmers create contour" and terraces 
"Roosevelt's Tree Army" ran wrth military precision 
and this had an unintended benefit for a nation on the eve 
of World War II The 2 5 to 3 million men v.:ho had passed 
through the CCC were physically fit, accustomed to 
followmg orders, used to hard work outdoors and versed 
to working together for a common purpose 
Over There 
A stint working tn5ide the Lansing Button Factor} after 
leaving the CCC temporarily clogged Ray's lungs with 
dust. After the attack on Pearl Harbor, Ray volunteered 
for the Atr Force. but doctors mistakenly thought he 
might have tuberculosis Drafted a few months later, Ra} 
stood before a beleaguered Army induction doctor who 
wasn't going to send a ruddy. strapping Iri"h krd from 
Iowa anywhere other than boot camp. 
Ray and ever} other G.I. assigned to the lOlst Airborne 
was on a rendezvous w1th destin} Some unrts played 
critical roles in the D-Day invasion. Others. including Ray's 
battalion. distinguished themselves in the Battle of the 
Bulge Fittmgl}. the Screaming Fagles were also there in 
Berchtesgaden to secure Hitler's "Eagles Nest" and end 
the war in Europe The drvision's exploits were celebrated 
in the classic films "The I ongest Da}" and "A Bridge Too 
Far." A new generation of Americans carne to know Easy 
Company, of the 506th Parachute Infantry Regiment, 
through Stephen Ambrose's book "Band of Brothers" 
and the IIBO minrseries of the same name. 
In December 1944. lOlst soldier" were put squarely in 
the wa} of the G( rmans' last-chance Ardennes offensive 
and took heavy casualties defending the strategic city of 
Bastogne, Belgium. in the days leading up to Christmas 
They endured Withering artiller} fire in bitter cold. snow 
and fog, which prevented planes and glidrrs from providing 
support and dropping supplies It was eight divisions against 
one. The German ... who had surrounded the lO\\ n. had so 
much of an upper hand that they demanded surrender To 
that, acting 101st commander General Anthony McAuliffe 
/ 
After the war, Ray Mulholland, shown above, began 
work at the Lansmg fish station. The station hatched 
and del1vered mill1ons of northern pike and walleye to 
lakes statew1de until the unit closed in the early 1970s. 
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famously replied: "Nuts!" The Germans came back with a 
grim, four-letter word of their own: "Fire!" 
As the day before Christmas Eve dawned, skies finally 
cleared and much-needed ammo and rations dropped out 
of the sky. Reinvigorated, the 101st began turntng the 
tables. Then, the day after Christmas, elements of General 
Patton's 3rd Army shot their way into town and broke the 
enemy ring for good. "Seeing all those dead friends on 
Christmas Day-that was the worst of it," says Ray. 
Although the siege of Bastogne was over, the Battle 
of the Bulge raged on. 
PFC Ray Mulholland's duty as a forward observer 
in the 377th Parachute Field Artillery Battalion was to 
sneak up on the enemy and radio back so gunners could 
accurately fire against Panzer tanks. On a 
hellish Jan. 3, Ray was doing just that when 
his batteries fizzled. He had already seen his 
lieutenant shot dead. He wasn't sure where 
his sergeant was with the other radio-or if he 
was dead, too. Ray knew where he could get 
fresh batteries, but it would require a sprint of 
more than 100 yards across fire-swept terrain 
in full view of the enemy. Dodging tank, 
mortar, machine-gun and small-arms fire, he 
snatched the batteries and returned unscathed 
to his position. Incredibly, his microphone 
then went on the fritz, requiring Ray to repeat 
the mad dash. He earned a Bronze Star for his 
bravery that day. "I was pretty scared, to tell 
you the truth, but it had to be done." 
Home Again on the River 
Newsreels at war's end often contained 
flickering scenes of exuberant G.I.s from 
Europe and the Pacific kneeling and kissing 
the ground as they landed on home shores. 
Ray sympath ized with that sentiment, 
especially when he saw his beloved river 
again. How reassuring it was to ascend the bluff in Pikes 
Peak State Park, on a trail he helped build, and see the 
Wisconsin River pouring into the Mississippi Fishing 
and duck hunting helped Ray orient himself and put 
the war behind. So did hiking the mounds and forested 
overlooks soon to become Effigy Mounds National 
Monument in 1949. 
Ray says he felt lucky to land a job at the Lansing 
Fish Station in 1947. They were going to pay him good 
money-a fortune compared to the CCC and Army-
for working outside and fishing? Managed by the Iowa 
Conservation Commission, forerunner of the DNR, the 
busy Lansing station hatched and delivered millions 
of northern pike and walleye to lakes all over the state 
until the unit closed in the early '70s. 
Every cold and blustery March, right after ice out 
on the river, Ray and his four fellow "river rats" pulled 
up 50 nets a day full of spawning fish. The men usually 
ate a quick lunch on shore around a campfire. Working 
from wooden launches made by a boatwright in Lansing, 
the crew also netted catfish, crappie and bluegill needed 
for myriad state lakes and streams every season. Ray 
says they often dumped truckloads of bullheads into city 
park ponds too, much to the delight of youngsters just 
discovering the joy of fishing. 
Although Lock and Dam 9 below Lansing relieved most 
of the annual flooding, there were still some years when 
great schools of fish needed to be rescued after high 
waters receded. Another small but important job of the 
Lansing station for many years: stock those very popular 
aquariums at the state fair pavilion. Ray says the pace 
slowed in late fall and winter. He and the others mended 
and knitted new nets by hand in the hatchery "dungeon." 
"We had some good times," says Les Stahl, who 
worked with Ray in the '50s and '60s and became a close 
friend. "I could kind of tell he'd seen a lot of bad stuff in 
the war, but he kept quiet about it. Most guys did. We 
hunted a lot together. Ray was a pretty fair shot." 
Ray might be thinking about ducks and pheasants now 
as finches and sparrows attack the feeder outside. One of 
his living room walls is devoted entirely to World War II: 
photos. citations and souvenirs. It's an impressive display. 
He suddenly heads back to the bedroom and returns with 
the service award the fisheries staff gave him when he 
retired after 35 years. The simple plaque is one of the 
first and last things he sees each day. He beams. 
"I thin!< being outside all my life helped me live this long. 
I loved it. I've been really lucky." .l!l! 
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UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER 
WILDLIFE REFUGE 
ABOVE The dtfferences between tundra 
swans and s1milar large waterfowl are found 
near the btll Tundra swan have a yellow 
markmg along the top of the bill JUSt below 
the eye LEFT With hundreds of swans m 
the background, th1s adult and cygnet pair 
make the~r way across the secluded bay 
along Red Oak Road JUSt north of Harpers 
Ferry. OPPOSITE, TOP RIGHT: A young swan 
watcher takes advantage of a warm fall 
day to view the btrds on their Iowa layover. 
BOTTOM RIGHT These three swans are most 
likely 1n a territonal sktrmtsh F1ghts usually 
end quickly w1th no inJuries. BOTTOM LEFT 
Tundra swa ns, somettmes called whistling 
swans, have a htgh p1tched cootng sound 
They are particularly vocal when foragmg 1n 
flocks dunng m1gration and when on their 
wintering grounds. 
Pennsylvania and ultimately to their primary wmlering 
grounds along th e cast coast." North Carolina is the 
primary destination where 65,000 to 75,000 swans will 
winter along its lakes, coastal sounds and farms. Another 
25,000 swans spend their winter in Maryland, Drlaware, 
Virginia and New jcrsey. just to the north 
The Upper Mississippi River Wildlife Refuge: 
a Refueling Stop 
Stopping in Iowa along the upper Mississ1pp1 Rtver wasn't 
a lways an annual phenomenon. "Thirty to 10 years ago 
the Upper Mississippi Rive r Wildlife Refuge just didn't 
attract swans," says Lansing resident and we 11-k nown 
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birder and re-;earcher Ric Zarwell "It's amazing how 
it's evolved into a major stopover for the migration." 
Jim Nissen, district manager for the refuge agrees 
with Za r wc ll's observations. "The mos t r ecent study 
shows that 27 percent of the tundra swans utilizing the 
Upper Mississippi River Wildlife Refuge during the fall 
m1gratwn use Pool 9, which extend-; northward from 
Harpers Fc>rry" 
Wh~' 'The construction of the lock.., and dams along the 
river eventually caused siltation and shallow conditwns that 
favor aqua tic plants that swans and other waterfowl feed 
upon," says ~travers. "Wild celery (Vallisneria americana) 
is a favorite food of swans and other waterfowl like the 
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Breeding grounds 
~ Mtgration route 
Wtntenng grounds 
Tundra swans breed in the h1gh arctic, along the northern coast of the 
North American continent. The1r fall migration route 1ncludes northeast 
Iowa, with the highest concentration along the Upper Mississippi River 
Wildlife Refuge, just north of Harpers Ferry. When the swans leave Iowa 
waters they embark upon a puzzling journey which takes them almost 
directly east, where they wmter from Chesapeake Bay to North Carolina. 
(GraphiC courtesy U.S. GeologiCal Survey.) 
canvasback duck." 
Stabilization work to fend off erosion has also 
benefitted and attracted swans. 
"The large open pools created by the dams fostered 
wave erosion which began breaking down the islands. 
This degradation continued until the Corps of Engineers 
began reconstructing and reinforcing them," says 
Sharonne Baylor, environmental engineer for the Upper 
Mississippi River Refuge. Rip-rap was installed to protect 
the islands from wave action, and sandy dredge material 
was used to rebui ld t hem. The islands were topped 
with r ich, black backwater soi l to foster tree and plan t 
growth. Island construction will continue this year, as will 
.:::;;;:-~-:...= ... f _, 
.. r 
reinforcement at Capoli Slough in Pool 9-a tundra swan 
resting area five miles downriver from Lansing. Funded 
under the federal Environmental Management Program 
and administered by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
the project will create nine islands and protect 10 existing 
ones. The 19 islands will cover about 49 acres, compared 
with 74 acres of islands that existed just after Lock 
and Dam 9 was built in 1940. The Capoli Slough area is 
just a few miles north of Red Oak Road. which offers a 
great view of one of Iowa's best tundra swan resting and 
feeding areas. 
"The reconstructed shape of each is land fosters 
improved aquatic plant growth along the leeward side, 
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0 ne brown bat can capture more than 1,200 mosquito-sized 
insects in a single hour. Bats also 
help control populations of Japanese 
beetles, moths, leaChoppers, wasps, 
beetles, lacewings, gnats, nudges 
and mayflies That makes thi"' pest-
eating species not only beneficial to 
agriculture. but homeowners as well. 
One of the most effective and 
environmentally friendly ways to 
reduce mosquito populations at 
home is to install a bat house. Most 
North American bats prefer to live 
in groups, called colonies, so a mid-
sized bat house is recommended. 
Bats especially like insects 
with an aquatic life stage, such 
ac; mosquitoes, so they prefer to 
Get Involved 
For success, make sure any purchased bat 
house, k1t or plan is cert1f1ed by the North 
American Bat House Research ProJect, 
part of Bat Conservation International 
These house designs are backed up with 
research to prov1de structures that are 
the most effect1ve, safe and su1tab le for 
bats. Research based s1tmg locat1ons are 
also included Go to www.batcon.org to 
learn more about bats, bat houses and 
protecting bats from predators. 
A free plan IS availab le from the U.S 
F1sh & Wlldl1fe Serv1ce at www.fws.gov/ 
Asheviffe/pdfs! beneficialbats.pdf. 
The website batmanagement.com has 
deta il s about managing bats and bu ild1ng 
and locating bat houses 
The DNR has a bat house plan in A 
Guide to the Bats of Iowa," available for 
$4 at 515-281 -5918. 
Many insects can hear bats up to 
100 feel away and \\Ill avoid areas 
occupied by bats. As effective msect 
eaters, bats diminish the need for 
pesticides that harm not only pests, but 
natural predators and other speciC~s 
PLACING THE BAT HOUSE 
A bat house may be mounted on a tree, 
pole or building. However. bat houses 
placed on poles or buildings tend to 
have slightly higher occupanq rates. 
Wood or s ton e buildings are best, and 
bat houses should be located under the 
eaves\\ ith some sun exposure \fount 
the bat house 15 to 20 feet above the 
ground away from bright nighttime 
lights. Locations less than a quarter 
mile from a lake, stream, pond or river 
roost near \\ater. A bat will eat half of its body weight in 
insects per nighl. Lactating females cal more than their 
body weight per nighl. Fortunately, West Nile Virus cannot 
be passed on to bats by eating infected mosquitoes. 
are most successful. 
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Temperature is a critical consideration In Iowa, place 
the bat house where it will receive at least six to eight 
hours of sun daily. 
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Satisfy appetites with these easy-to-make snacks . perfect for 
adding energy to outdoor pursuits. 
The protein and carbohydrates in 
peanut butter provide healthy energy 
and the fats are mostly beneficial 
monounsaturated fat. Use spelt 
flour, which is higher in protein 
than other grains. It is also rich 
in soluble fiber to he lp lower 
cholesterol. If using other flour, 
insist on whole g rain . 
After you've made your first batch, 
feel free to mix and match grains, or add 
items such as sunflower seeds, flax seed 
and other healthy, nutritious morsels. 
Variations on this recipe are good ways 
to clear the cupboards of small amounts 
of leftover nuts. grains and fru its. 
3
.4 cup whole grain flour such as s pelt, 
whole wheat, multigrain or rye 
3.4 cups rolled oats 
Y2 teaspoon salt 
Y2 teaspoon soda 
1 cup natural peanut butter 
Y2 cup honey 
1/l cup applesauce 
1 egg 
2-3 tablespoons candied ginger or 
candied orange peel, chopped (optional) 
2 teaspoon vanilla 
2-3 ounces chopped dark chocolate bar 
with 72 pe rcent cocoa sol ids 
% cup chopped dried fruit such as dates, 
bluebe rries, apricots, etc. 
1
.4 cup chopped pecans, pistachios, 
walnuts or almonds 
Mix wet and dry ingredients in 
separate bowls, then combine both 
and mix thoroughly. Mix in chocolate 
and fruit. 
Preheat oven to 375•. Drop heaping 
teaspoons of batter on a parchment-
lined cookie sheet. Either leave as a 
clump or s lightly flatten. Bake for 8 
to 12 minutes. When done, the edges 
will brown s ligh tly. 
In an era of epic downtown rev1talizat1on, few Iowa c1t1es are domg more 
than Dubuque. With riverfront attractions, a bustling downtown and abundant 
natural beauty, Iowa's Oldest C1ty has reconnected c1t1zens to the river and 
recaptured the city's mant ra as Masterpiece of the M1SSISS1pp1 After a day along 
the river, a must-stop IS l·May Eatery on Mam, where New England culinary 
chefTony Joos' Italian background is ev1dent from appet1zers through dessert 
Pan fned pecan-coated walleye 
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New Twists On Old Favorites 
To DrP~~-u A_n,, l\JT al 
DOWNTOWN DUBUQUE EATERY L·MAY DISHES UP ECLECTIC 
FUSION CUISINE AT AN AFFORDABLE PRI CE 
D espite its distinctive lean toward Mediterranean cuisine, defining 
the culinary style at L·May Eatery in 
downtown Dubuque zs difficult. Here 
you can sit down to the Ita/zan standby 
osso bucco, or belly up to a good old-
fashioned tneatloaf ksammzch "But ask 
Lea Droessler, who co-owns the eatery 
with her brother E] Droessler, and she'll 
tell you chef Tony ]oos leans heavily 
toward gastropub offerings, which 
she defines as "great comfort food." 
A relative newcomer on the culinary 
scene, gastropub fare refers to high 
quality, innovatwe mgredrents and 
dishes served in a pub settmg L-May 
is a place where one can eat their way 
around the world, startzng with caprese 
bruschetta, followed by Chilean sea 
bass and finished with a large helping 
of orange roll bread pudding. 
The following two reczpes are chef 
]oos' favored ways of preparing two 
Iowa favorites. 
"" fq FD E;t Lt: 1: 
WITH SWEET POTATO FRIES AND RED 
PEPPER HORSERADISH SAUCE 
WALLEYE 
1 cup milk mixed with one egg 
Flour to coat 
1 cup chopped pecans mixed with one 
cup panko bread crumbs 
Dredge fish in flour, dip in egg bath 
and coat with pecan/bread crumb 
mix. Fry until golden brown, 3 to 4 
minutes per side. 
RED PEPPER HORSERADISH SAUCE 
4 ounces roasted red peppers, pureed 
1 cup mayonnaise or sour cream 
Zest and juice of half an orange 
2 tablespoons horseradish 
Combine and season with sa lt and 
fresh ground pepper. 
SWEET POTATO FRIES 
Slice washed sweet potatoes into fries. 
Coat to taste with olive oil, cayenne 
and black pepper, salt and cinnamon. 
Bake at 350 for 45 minutes. 
As eclectic as the food choices 
are at L·May, so is the atmosphere 
Dig into sinful lobster lasagna in 
champagne sauce in the classic 
bistro-style dining area, or grab a 
stool at the stunning copper-plated 
bar and order a Cuban sandwich and 
cold ale from the Potosi Brewing 
Company, a local favorite Grab -;orne 
fncnds and reserve the downstairs 
where the party atmosphere rivals 
that of a classic Prohibition-era 
Chicago speakeasy. 
Ask about the numerou-; gluten-
free offerings, including their six 
signature pizzas, ranging from 
the ever-popular supreme to bacon 
mac'n cheese. 
WITH WARM 
APPLE AND RADICCHIO SALAD 
2 4-ounce duck breasts 
1 Granny Smith apple, sl iced half-inch 
thick with skin on 
Y1 head of radicchio, sliced 
2 ounces brandy 
Juice of half an orange 
1 tablespoon butter 
Salt and pepper 
Score skin of duck 
breast and saute 
until skin is crisp. 
Flip and cook flesh 
side for 2 minutes. 
Remove from pan 
and let rest. Add 
radicchio and apple 
to pan and saute 
until caramelized. 
Add orange juice 
and brandy and reduce 1 to 2 minutes. 
Add butter and serve. 
1072 Main 
Dubuque 
563-556-0505 
www.lmayeatery.com 
HOURS: 
Open daily at 4:30 p.m. 
Closed Tuesdays and Wednesdays 
Reservations appreciated and recommended 
FIELD TIPS: 
Care 1n the field and k1tchen d1ctate if wild 
game or fish IS a dmner knockout. Upon 
capture, fish should be kept alive or iced 
immediately for best resul ts. Field dress wild 
game as soon as possible to help cool the 
meat. Because of low fat content, cook w1ld 
game medium to medium rare, or braise. 
Cook fish until the flesh is w hite and flaky. 
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A\\·atched pot ne\er boils. or so the sa} mg goes ~ometimes I 
wonder if the person v. ho came up 
with this adage ever expenenced 
sitting in a field in the middle of 
the night waitmg for a <:>potltghter. 
Scenes from telcvtston shows 
usually deptct survetllance as a 
nveting activity. At any moment 
a criminal could come around the 
corner causing the vigilant cop 
to leap from a squad car and give 
chase. The scene ends with the cop 
performing a heroic face-planting 
tackle to the pavement What TV 
shows don't bother tllustrating are 
the numbingly boring hours the cop 
had to sit before the criminal decided 
to show up And I assure you. there 
are plenty of those 
Usually it is sometime in 
November when T start receiving 
spotlighting complaints. In Iowa, 
many people enjoy driving around at night shining fields with 
spotlights, headlights or even flashlights. looking to catch 
deer in the beam of thetr artificial light Spotlighting is legal 
unless the person has in his or her possesston a gun. bow or 
other device capable of killing an animal ~o. when I receive 
calls about late-night gunshots and spotlighting, I know it is 
time to start some surveillance. 
I'll be quite honest with you-surveillance is a challenge 
for me. My patience has vastly improved since starting this 
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job. but like fishing, if something 
doesn't happen within the first hour 
or so. my mind tends to stray a 
bit. Nevertheless, my expectations 
were high this fall after receiving 
a very dctatlrd complaint from 
a landowner \Jot only did the 
informant have a description of the 
suspect's vehicle. but he also told 
me exactl} where to park in his 
field for the best view. He all but 
promtsed that a spotlighter would 
shine the field sometime between 
midnight and 2 a.m. 
Just to be on the safe side, I 
decided to arnve at 11 p.m. and 
sta} until 3 a.m. I parked my truck 
in the field and began my watch. 
I watched And watched. And 
\\atched But eventually, m} mind 
began to stray . to the temperature. 
Frigid air was beginning to creep 
into my truck causing goose bumps 
on my legs. November is cold In the middle of the night it 
is very cold. I know what you arc thinking .why didn't 
I JUSt turn on the heat? The answer is that it's best to keep 
the motor off and the windows open to better hear gunshots 
or vehicles approaching. Therefore. I tried my best to ignore 
my discomfort while I stared out the window and listened. 
And stared and listened And stared and listened. 
I spent the next hour trying to discern the source of a 
light that kept moving back and forth across the horizon. My 
' ( 
• 
initial thought was, "Aha! I've got you now ... just come 
a little closer!" Eventually it dawned on me. I was watching 
the headlights of a distant combine picking its way through 
a field. That disappointing revelation was accompanied by the 
unfortunate realization that I needed a bathroom break I say 
unfortunate because cornfields don't usually come equipped 
with heated women's rooms stocked with Charmin. It is also 
unfortunate because I knew from experience that the moment I 
gave into the urge would be the precise moment when a vehicle 
would pass by. Instead, I opened my "surveillance survival kit" 
and pulled out a distraction in the form of a king size bag of 
M&Ms. I ate them one by one as slowly as humanly possible. 
Though my candy was gone, my need for the bathroom wasn't. I knew 
that it couldn't be put off any longer. This simple bathroom task isn't quite 
so simple when wearing a heavy coat and gun-belt, but I finally wrestled 
everything off and made my way to the back of the truck It was cold. 
Very cold. And, sure enough, at the most inopportune moment I heard the 
tell-tale popping of tires rolling over gravel. I scrambled back to the cab of 
the truck, strapped my gun belt back on, and jumped in just in time to watch 
a Schwan's truck drive past. I have no idea what it was doing out at 1 a m , 
but the important thing was there were no spotlight hearne; coming from its 
windows. As I settled back into position, I pondered whether there would 
be room for a deer alongside the ice cream in the truck's freezer 
With my adrenaline still pumping from the whole bathroom break fiasco, 
I vowed to myself that I'd remain alert. I kept my promise for an impressive 
amount of time. But then I made the mistake of glimpsing at a photo of my 
young children posted on my dashboard. This slight interruption derailed 
my focus. Suddenly I became obsessed with worry that my husband had 
forgotten to do something very obvious-like feed the baby. Although I 
knew it was irrational, I couldn't risk it and I made a quick call home. After 
waking both my husband and the baby, and somewhat angering my husband 
(ok, angering him a lot), I returned to the task of watching and listening. 
And watching and listening. And watching and listening. 
By this time I was tired and needed to find something to keep myself 
awake. Since my emergency supply of M&Ms was gone I decided, as a last 
resort, to sing. Be thankful you weren't riding with me that night because 
I couldn't get the tunc "I'm a Little Teapot" out of my head. I sang it over 
and over, substituting words I couldn't remember with "Ia Ia Ia." Finally, 
after about 200 verses, the clock struck 3 a.m 
I wished myself better luck tomorrow night and began heading for home. 
Just as I pulled into my driveway, the phone rang. It was the informant 
He was so excited it was a lillie hard to decipher what he was telling me. 
"Did you see them?! They just shined your field!" 
"The spotlighters?" I asked wearily. I already knew the answer. 
I took my eyes off the pot. It boiled . .8 
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Oak, Redbud, Hackberry, 
Sycamore, Birch , Dogwood, 
and more. 
Germinated from hand-selected 
Iowa seed to ensure hardiness. 
Grown in patented root-pruning 
containers to maximize root 
production and survivability. 
Prices and inventory at 
www.iowanativetreesandshrubs.com 
Mike Bevins 
515-975-3158 
Located just 45 minutes 
northwest of Des Moines 
The average pheasant life span 1s 9 months, 
although some live three years Normally, 
30 percent of the population surv1ves one 
year to the next In Iowa, 1f spnng rainfalls 
exceed 8 inches or wmter snow totals 
more than 30 mches, pheasant mortality 
skyrockets. All five years from 2007 through 
2011, snowfall totals were greater than that 
tipping pomt and spring ra 1ns m four of the 
f1 ve years exceeded the tipp1ng point-that 
explams w hy populat1ons are low. 
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Used m spnng terntonal battles, leg spurs 
on roosters grow with age Juveniles have 
less than 3/8 inch spurs, while old roosters 
can reach an inch. 
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Sculptural John Deere Diesel 
720 tractor announces each 
hour accompanied by a 
cheerful rooster's crow 
Clock with pendulum shown mucb 
smaller than acruaJ size of appr. 20¥1" 
tall, II " wide and 3'h" deep. 
Requires one "M " and two 
"0 " batteries, not included. 
()2010 BCE 01· 10657-001-81 
Farm 
dJ®[fuiTO D Q Q IT@ 
~C@IJo~oo 
JOHN DEERE 
l CE'N >E'D PRDDUC T 
t Dave Barnhouse's classic art is 
showcased on a hand-crafted wood 
cuckoo clock 
t Precision timepiece features accurate 
quartz movement and a swinging 
brass-toned pendulum 
t 1956 John Deere logo from the nostalgic 
era of the Diesel 720 tractor grace the 
clocks face and pendulum 
t A Bradford Exchange limited edition 
with a Certificate of Authenticity 
Don't miss out. Act now. 
You can secure your fohn Deere "Classic 
Times" Cuckoo Clock at the attractive 
issue price payable in five interest-free 
installments of $39.80, totaling $199*. 
As always, your purchase is backed by 
our 365-day money-back guarantee. You 
need send no money now. Just complete 
and return the Reservation Application. 
This exclusive, officially-licensed edition 
is strictly limited, so reserve yours today 
or you could miss out! 
www. bradfordexchange.corn!jdeere 
~~ ------------------------------ ------------------; 
' 
' 
RESERVATION APPLICATION SEND NO MONEY NOW 
BRADFoRlf' E -X!-C--:-,-=I=IAN- ---:G,---E--=-
_, U O M E Df:C<Hl -
9345 Milwaukee Avenue · Niles, IL 60714·1393 
YES. Please reserve the John Deere ''C/ass1c Times" Cuckoo 
Clock for me as described 1n this announcement 
Lim1t one per order. Please Respond Promptly 
: S1gnature 
: Mrs. Mr. Ms. 
Address 
-- ---
c 
State Zlp 
01 ·1 0657 ·001 -E51621 
'Plus $21 .99 shoppong and se<w:e 
limted-edotJon presentatJon reslncted 10 295 cratung day>o Plea:le allow 4-6 y,eeks alter onobal 
paymenl for sl"opmenl Sales subioct 10 prodUCt av.lllabo\ly and order ac::cepl.lnoe 
-----------------------------------------------------
--."' 
STATE L1BRAR f' 0 A 
1112 l and Ave 
b, 
DES MOlt-tES, \J • )O ' 9 
• 
I 
.. 
S. 1990 ' r: lr"\\A/A \A/AC'T r-vr- I~C /1\A/1 h b f h · ' · mce , as een one o t e not1on s prem1er 
materials exchange programs. As a free, non-regulatory, and confidential service, 
the IWE works with industry, business, and local government in on effort to reduce waste-
resulting in both economic and environmental benefits. 
-r• .... I\~. helps business and industry, schools, hospitals and communities save disposal costs and protect 
the environment by reducing, reusing and recycling materials that would otherwise end up in the landfill 
FOR MORE INFORMATION: 
www. iowadnr.gov /FABA 
(515) 281-5918. 
